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Printer ready specs

Prices
Small inkjet printer

Premium Luster
11.7 x 16.5 (A3) $12 / $8 each reprint
13 x 19 (Super B) $15 / $10 each reprint

Large format inkjet printer

Premium Luster (low shine—good for photos & posters)
16 x 20 *
$17 / $11 each reprint
23 x 30
$21 / $15 each reprint
36 x 40
$36 / $30 each reprint
44 X 60
$47 / $41 each reprint
Enhanced Matte (no shine-good for art repro)
16 x 20
$17 / $11 each reprint
23 x 30
$20 / $14 each reprint
36 x 40
$35 / $29 each reprint
44 x 60
$45 / $39 each reprint
Presentation Matte (no shine—heavier stock)
36 x 15
$55 / $49 each reprint
44 x 24
$56 / $50 each reprint
Canvas for digital printing (good for art repro)
17” wide x $1 per inch long (minimum 20 inches)
36” wide x $1.50 per inch long (minimum 20 inches)
Set-up that go over 30 mins will be charged $6.00 for each additional15min.
Taxes are extra.

For details: David McClyment
dmcclyment@centennialcollege.ca
416 289-5000 x 8500
office 275













Accepted file formats
TIFF, JPG, PDF and EPS
Please flatten all layered files and render/
embed all fonts. If there are any links
used, the art should be embedded.
If possible, when saving your file, also
save a copy in a pdf format, which is
preferable for many types of printing
applications.
If the piece bleeds (image in running to
the edge of the piece), 1/8” coverage
must be included beyond the file size.
Colour guidelines
Files should be CMYK or RGB
Photos are required in high resolution
imaging.
Colour correction will delay order.
All RASTAR images must be supplied at
300 dpi (1200 dpi for bitmaps).
Please allow 2 days
NOT ONLINE—delivery of imagery by
memory stick ONLY

